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Only a few African countries like Ethiopia and Mozambique have long standing
National Public Health Institutes (NPHI).
However, since the large 2014–2016 Ebola
virus disease (EVD) outbreak in West Africa,
many African countries have been setting up
NPHI1 2 to optimise the use of scarce resources
to prevent, detect and respond to infectious
disease threats. The Africa Union and the
Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS) have also set up regional disease
control centres.3
The Nigeria Centre for Disease Control
(NCDC) was conceived much earlier in
2007 as an attempt to establish an institution
that can effectively mobilise its resources to
respond to these outbreaks and other public
health emergencies. Modelled after the US
Centre for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC), Atlanta, the first formal step to establish NCDC took place in 2011 when units of
Federal Ministry of Health—the Epidemiology Division, the Avian Influenza Project
and its laboratories—and the Nigeria Field
Epidemiology and Laboratory Training
Program (NFELTP) were moved to form the
nucleus of NCDC.
Detecting and responding to infectious
disease outbreaks has long presented a major
public health challenge in Nigeria, given its
size and complexity. Several large infectious
disease outbreaks have been reported in
Nigeria, including the yellow fever outbreak
in 19864 and 19875 that affected 9800 and
1249 people, respectively, the large meningitis outbreak in 1996 with 109 580 cases and
11 717 deaths,6 cholera outbreaks in 2001
and 20047 and more recently, the meningitis
outbreak in 2017.8 9 In between these was the
much acclaimed successful response to the
outbreak of EVD in September 2014.10
Nigeria’s public health challenges continue
to grow—rapid population growth, increasing
movement of people and destruction of
infrastructure in the North East of Nigeria
following the ‘Boko Haram’ insurgency and
outbreaks from new and re-emerging pathogens. The year 2017 saw an increase in the

Summary box
►► Nigeria and several other African countries have

been battling with public health challenges for
decades. These challenges came to fore during
the Ebola virus disease (EVD) crisis that affected
many countries in the West African region, including
Nigeria.
►► As a result, many African countries have
established their National Public Health Institutes
as a focal point to prevent, detect and respond to
diseases of public health importance, but currently,
only 9 of the 15 countries in West Africa have a
designated national public health institute.
►► Before the EVD crisis, Nigeria established the
Nigeria Centre for Disease Control (NCDC), which
played a pivotal role in the control of the EVD
outbreak in Nigeria, as well as provided support to
other countries that were affected by the crisis.
►► Modelled on the US Centre for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC), the NCDC has institutionalised
Nigeria’s capacity to respond to the increasing
threats of outbreaks of infectious diseases and
other public health emergencies. This is achieved
through building collaborations and taking the
lead in prevention, preparedness and surveillance,
and also coordinating the public health laboratory
networks.
►► African public health institutes are currently in
early stages of evolution. Building a national public
health institute requires strong commitment, clarity
of vision. The experience of setting up the public
health institute of Nigeria can inform similar efforts
in other African countries.

rate of infectious diseases like Lassa fever,11
yellow fever, monkey pox, cholera and new
strains/subtypes/serotypes of existing pathogens like Neisseria meningitidis serogroup C
in Nigeria.12 In addition, Nigeria has had to
address emerging public health threats, such
as increasing antimicrobial resistance,13 and
increasing incidence of non-communicable
diseases14 and high maternal mortality rates.15
The establishment of NCDC is indeed more
justifiable now than when it was conceived in
2007. The value of the NCDC to the country
became most obvious from its role in the
coordination of the response to the 2014 EVD
outbreak in Nigeria16 17 and coordinating the
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pillars of outbreak response working in a command and
control structure.
The NCDC is also the focal point for the implementation of the International Health Regulations (IHR),
which is a global legal agreement that aims to prevent
and respond to the spread of diseases and to avoid their
becoming international crises. A Joint External Evaluation was carried out in June 2017 to assess Nigeria’s
capacity to prevent, detect and respond to treats of public
health importance. Several areas of strength were highlighted as well as areas requiring an improvement in
capacity.20 Subsequently, a National Action Plan is being
developed to strengthen areas of weakness.
The journey of NCDC shows that building NPHI
takes clarity of vision, perseverance, commitment and
a strong legal mandate. Achieving a legal mandate will
demonstrate Nigeria’s commitment to providing a strong
scientific focus for ensuring the health security of Africa’s most populous nation. Over the next 5 years, the
NCDC’s mission is to work in partnership with other arms
of Government and partners to protect the health of
Nigerians. This will be accomplished through integrated
disease surveillance; a linked and connected public
health laboratory network within the country and the sub
region; and the coordination of emergency preparedness
and response activities.
NPHI help to concentrate a country’s resources for the
prevention, detection and response to infectious diseases
in a single organisation. Nigeria’s experience of setting
up its NCDC can inform similar efforts in other African
countries.
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support that Nigeria provided to the Governments of
Sierra Leone and Liberia during the EVD outbreak in
those countries. This outbreak and the need for strong,
country-led coordination become the basis for further
growth of the NCDC. Notably, NCDC now takes the front
seat in preventing and preparing for public health emergencies, and in managing the surveillance and reference
laboratory architecture for Nigeria. NCDC has strong
partnerships with the WHO and the US CDC, which
support various activities at the Centre through grants
and technical assistance to support disease surveillance,
establishment of reference laboratory systems, outbreak
response activities and others.
Together with the African Field Epidemiology
Network, NCDC also manages the delivery of the Nigeria
Field Epidemiology and Laboratory Training Programme
(NFELTP). The NFELTP is a 2-year in-service training in
applied epidemiology and laboratory practice within the
NCDC/Federal Ministry of Health and Federal Ministry
of Agriculture. The programme also offers basic epidemiology training to health workers at Local Government
levels to improve surveillance and response to priority
diseases.18 The NFELTP is modelled after the US-CDC
Epidemiology Intelligence Service and has been replicated in >80 countries around the world. In Nigeria,
NFELTP has developed a pool of Field Epidemiologists
and Laboratory experts with skills to gather critical information and turn it into public health action, and it is a
major public health asset within Nigeria’s national public
health institute.19
The NCDC also has a very strong relationship with the
new ECOWAS Regional Centre for Disease control which
is also the regional hub for the Africa Centre for Disease
Control. Other partnerships that the Centre has recently
developed include with the University of Maryland, Baltimore, the Robert Koch Institute, the Global Outbreak
and Response Network and Public Health England, all
focusing on specific aspects of its mandate.
The NCDC has strengthened its focus on prevention
and preparedness; stockpiling and prepositioning of
supplies for outbreak response in the states; development
of guidelines and checklists for emergency preparedness;
and generally increasing its role in supporting the States.
NCDC also provides guidance and support to other
professionals and sub-national government public health
organisations and officials.
One way that NCDC has been able to coordinate
preparedness and response activities is the establishment
of its Incident Coordination Centre. This serves as a location to review outbreak reports and decide on preparedness and response activities. Dashboards are available to
display data from the subnational level, which provides a
snapshot of disease trends in the country. The Incident
Coordination Centre is also tasked with daily intelligence
gathering and risk analysis of public health events to identify potential threats. It serves as an Emergency Operations Centre during outbreaks, with an incident manager
leading the response, bringing together the various
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